City of Berkeley Individual Artist Project Grant Guidelines
FY20 Grant Cycle for Berkeley-based Artists’ Projects: July 1, 2019 — June 30, 2020
[Final Draft Guidelines, Dated November 29, 2018]
[All comments in blue are editorial.]
[Please note that Individual Artists are not required to have a Fiscal Sponsor. Berkeley Civic Arts Program
will purchase a group liability insurance policy to cover all awarded Individual Artist Grantees and the
cost for that policy will come out of the grants budget.]
1.

PURPOSE, ELIGIBILITY, GRANT AMOUNT, USE RESTRICTIONS & FISCAL
SPONSORS

1.1
Purpose
The Individual Artist Project Grants support individual artists living and producing art in Berkeley
culminating in a local public presentation of their work for the benefit of the community within the
grant period. Such activities may include, but are not limited to: performances of dance, music or
theater; visual art presentations, exhibitions or public art projects; social practice projects; media arts or
film screenings; literary presentations; or artist talks. The public presentation can be of a work-inprogress or of the final, polished piece. Grant funds are to be used to generate new work, not to stage
pre-existing work.
1.2
Eligibility
Applications that are complete and submitted by the deadline will be accepted from applicants that
meet the following conditions:
 Artist is a continuous resident of the City of Berkeley since January 1, 2017. Applicants must
submit paperwork demonstrating Berkeley residency with their application. [Types of proof to
be listed on application form.]
 Artists in any phase of their artistic career may apply including emerging, midcareer, and
established artists.
 Artist may not be enrolled as a full-time student at the time of the application or during the
grant period.
 Artist may not be an employee of the City of Berkeley, nor plan to be employed by the City of
Berkeley at any time during the grant window.
 Applicants cannot receive funding for two consecutive grant cycles in the Individual Artist
Project category. Individual Artist Grantees are required to sit out for one year after each
funded grant cycle. In addition, grantees are required to close out a grant before applying for
new funding.
1.3
Grant Amount
Grant amounts are up to $5,000.
Note: Although a budget is not required for the grant application, applicants should be aware of the tax
implications upon receiving the award and maintain the documents required for reporting on state and
federal income taxes.
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1.4
Funding Use Restrictions
Grant funds may not be used for the following:
 Project activities outside of the City of Berkeley.
 Projects for which the main intent is curation, archiving, or journalism.
 Deficit or debt reduction.
2.
GRANT APPLICATION MATERIALS
In order to be considered for funding, applicants must submit fully completed grant applications and all
required application materials. The Individual Artist Grant application consists of the following
components: [The specific applications questions and required documents will be developed for each of
the application components listed below and will correlate to the Evaluation Criteria found in Section 3.]
 General Application.
 Resume.
 Proof of Residency.
 Work Samples and Descriptions.
 Project Description.
3.

EVALUATION CRITERIA & SCORING SYSTEM

3.1
Evaluation Criteria and Weighting
Applications will be evaluated according to the following criteria which are described so that applicants
may have an idea of how the panel will score each application:
Artistic & Professional Quality_________________________________________________35 percent
 The applicant’s art and cultural work demonstrates high quality or promise through its
artistic history, accomplishments, and examples of previous work.
Quality of Proposed Project __________________________________________________40 percent
 Project goals and processes are clearly defined, demonstrate originality, clarity and depth
of concepts.
 Artist demonstrates that the proposed project will impact their development and future
opportunities.
Cultural Equity Impact_______________________________________________________15 percent
 Demonstrated ability of the applicant to support Berkeley’s diverse cultural traditions
and values, including capacity to support the City’s underserved communities.
 Applicant clearly articulates how their project or artistic expression is rooted in and
reflective of historically marginalized communities and geographically underserved
areas of the city.
 Public Programming or other activities that reach out to economically disadvantaged
communities and communities that lack conventional arts venues or formal arts
programs.
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Community Impact________________________________________________________10 percent
 The proposed public presentation is appropriate to the project goals and feasible in its
potential to share the work with a defined Berkeley audience. Artist has identified at least
one venue for public presentation.
3.2
Rating System
When evaluating each criterion, panelists will use the following 10-point scale, which is then translated
to the appropriate weight for each criterion:
 Exceptional (9 - 10 points)
 Somewhat Exceeds Expectations (8 – 8.9 points)
 Meeting Accepted Standards (7 – 7.9 points)
 Needs Improvement to Warrant Funding (6 – 6.9 points)
 Does Not Merit Funding (0 – 5.9 points)
An application must receive an overall score of at least 70 percent of total possible points in order for
the panel to consider it for funding. However, achieving a score of at least 70 percent of total possible
points does not guarantee that the panel will recommend an application for funding, as funds may not
be sufficient to recommend a grant for all applicants that score above the minimum threshold.

4.

APPLICATION REVIEW PROCESS

4.1
Eligibility Screening
Civic Arts Program staff will review for completeness and eligibility all applications that meet the
deadline. Applications that pass this initial review will then be evaluated for their strengths by a
separate Grant Review Panel, which will rely on the application and related materials submitted by
applicants.
4.2
Grant Review Panel
The Review Panel is comprised of individuals with substantial background in the arts, usually drawn from
the ranks of experienced and skilled managers and board members of greater Bay Area arts
organizations, professional practicing artists from visual and performing arts fields, and experienced
arts grant-makers from the philanthropic and public sectors. An open call and application for potential
review panelists will be advertised. Review panelists will be approved by the Civic Arts Commission.
Review Panelists must not have any conflict of interest, which is defined as a situation in which a
panelist has a competing professional, financial, or personal interest, which might make it difficult to
fulfill his or her duties impartially and could impair an individual's ability to perform his or her duties and
responsibilities objectively. A conflict of interest exists even if no unethical or improper act results. A
conflict of interest can create an appearance of impropriety that can undermine confidence in the
selection process, the Grants Program, the Civic Arts Commission and the City. If a panelist has a conflict
of interest, they must recuse themselves and they must notify the City staff in advance of the panel (so
that they're not assigned a lead reader role for those cases) and they must leave the room during any
panel discussions regarding the applicant with whom there is a conflict of interest so that the panelist
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does not influence the process.
Applicants are encouraged to attend the Grant Review Panel meeting which will be held during normal
City business hours and will be publicly accessible. Staff will send the grant review schedule and meeting
location to applicants before the Review Panel meeting.
Applicants are not permitted to address the Review Panel. Panel notes summarizing the Review Panel
comments will be made available to applicants after the Grants Committee’s review of the panel
recommendations, but before the Civic Arts Commission’s approval.
After the Panel Meeting, Staff will review the Review Panel’s recommendations to align proposed grant
awards with available funds and for consistency with granting policies and guidelines.

4.3
Civic Arts Commission Approval and City Council Review
The funding recommendations are submitted to the Civic Arts Commission Grants Committee, which
reviews them and makes reasonable modifications it deems necessary in order to be consistent with
policy, before forwarding the recommendations to the full Civic Arts Commission. The award amounts as
recommended by the Grants Committee are made public at least five business days prior to the Civic
Arts Commission review. The Civic Arts Commission reviews the funding recommendations for approval
and once approved sends the slate of selected grantees and grant amounts to City Council for review.
Grant awards are subject to the City Council’s adoption of the annual budget, which usually occurs in
June.

5.

SELECTED GRANTEE CONTRACTUAL REQUIREMENTS

5.1
Invoices
Grantees may invoice for 90% of the grant amount once they have entered into a grant agreement with
the City of Berkeley. Grantees my invoice for remaining grant funds upon approval of the Final Report by
Civic Arts staff.
5.2
Final Report
All Grantees must complete and submit the City’s Final Report form for the grant no later than 60 days
after the fiscal year end. Programs and projects must have been developed and presented in Berkeley
with meaningful, accessible engagement of the public during the grant period.
5.3
Financial Penalty for Late Final Reports
If Final Reports are not submitted by the deadline, the City of Berkeley may assess a financial penalty of
$25 per day for each business day a submission is late beyond the submission requirements deadline.
The penalty amount will be deducted from the final invoice payment. The penalty amount is capped at
10% of the total grant amount.
5.4

Acknowledging City Support
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It is important that the Berkeley community know that their local tax dollars make it possible for them
to enjoy the caliber of arts produced in Berkeley. All grantees should recognize Civic Arts Grants in the
same manner in which it recognizes other contributors in terms of benefits, type size on publications,
and frequency of acknowledgement. Failure to comply with this request may affect future grant
opportunities.
Grant recipients must acknowledge the City’s financial support in all appropriate materials and media.
The acknowledgement should read, “Supported in part by a Civic Arts Grant for Individual Artists from
the City of Berkeley” or similar language, unless the City is a part of a list of supporters. In the latter
case, the acknowledgement may say simply City of Berkeley. Grantees must display the City’s logo
whenever other sponsor logos are displayed, and in accordance with City logo use guidelines.
5.5
Project Notification
Grantees must provide a 30 day advance notice to their City Council Office and Civic Arts Program to
invite representatives to the public presentation of the funded project.
5.6
City Permits and Permissions
The awarding of funds does not imply that the Civic Arts Program or any other City department will
produce, exhibit, promote or present the art created. It is the responsibility of the applicant to secure a
venue, appropriate insurance and any required permits for public presentations.
If the proposal includes components that require City permits or approval such as publicly installed art,
street closures, sound amplification in public space, or murals, the applicant will be solely responsible
for securing the necessary permits, permissions, and approvals. This planning should be reflected in your
project timeline.
Please note that any art installed with these grant funds on property owned by the City of Berkeley must
be reviewed and approved by the Civic Arts Commission starting with the Public Art Committee of the
Commission. This applies to murals, public sculpture, and similar projects. It will be the responsibility of
the grantee to build this process into their grant plan and timeline. Please contact Civic Art Program staff
if you have questions.
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